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Source Transforms LearningLab: Streamlining CPD Education for Advisers 

Source have continued solidifying relationships with their advisers by expanding their popular 
general insurance education hub, LearningLab. Featuring a fresh aesthetic, intuitive pathways, 
and a contemporary layout, this expansion simplifies achieving CPD minutes for advisers.  

The enhanced platform offers hours of valuable education, offering an interactive and 
streamlined learning experience. Source continues to elevate industry standards by 
empowering advisers with simple, yet effective tools for professional development. 

Since its inception, Source’s LearningLab has accumulated thousands of completions, proving 
to be a popular place for advisers seeking to learn about general insurance. This revamped 
education space lets advisers complete CPD-accredited learning modules through a variety of 
manageable mediums.  

Leading the expansion, Head of Learning & Development Dave Rees had this to say: 

“We’re really excited to share the latest enhancements to our Learning Lab. The fresh new look 
of our education hub will continue to provide an invaluable resource to advisers, helping them 
boost both their product and compliance knowledge. Whether completing our 15-minute 
interactive micro courses, viewing our range of videos, or reading our different eBooks and fact 
sheets, advisers can learn in a way that most suits their preferences and at a time that is 
convenient for them. Our improved layout and clear topic-based pathways will allow advisers to 
easily access and complete the CPD learning that they need to remain compliant and support 
their clients.” 

Not only does LearningLab allow advisers to choose from a wide range of learning methods and 
topics to expand their knowledge, but it also lets them attain their CPD requirements easily to 
comply with FCA regulations. 

Phil Lewis, Head of Risk and Compliance at Source, states the importance of CPD 
education and attaining annual minutes: 

“Our Learning Lab has been a popular way of brokers meeting their CPD requirements under 
SYSC 28 since it first launched.  With the advent of the Consumer Duty, it’s more important 
than ever for brokers to be able to demonstrate that they have all the relevant knowledge to 
deliver good outcomes.” 
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For further information, please contact: 

Emma Williams, Source Insurance’s Marketing Manager at emma.williams@sourceinsurance.co.uk 

Source Insurance, Global Reach, Dunleavy Drive, Cardiff, CF11 0SN 
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